
Item Issue Question Ruling

Space Marine Captain on Bike
Front of Data Sheet shows Thunderhammer as a weapon option, 
but the back does not show a Thunderhammer

Can a Thunderhammer be fielded? What does it replace?
Yes you can field the Thunderhammer.  It will replace the 
chainsword.

Ghazghkull Thraka and Ork Trukk
Trukk Data Sheet does not identify a model count for Ghaz, unlike 
the Battlewagon, which states he counts as 18 models.

Can Ghaz ride in a Trukk?
Yes Ghaz can ride in a Trukk.  There is no ruling on the current 
Data Sheet saying he cannot.

Lay Low the Tyrant Single or All 1's
How are you ruling on the Lay low the tyrant Oath?  Is it a single 
hit of a 1 and single wound of 1 or all 1’s to hit and wound?

We are ruling this ALL 1s

Black Templar Gladiator
The Black Templar Gladiator and Space Marine Gladiator are 2 
separate Data Sheets

Can a Black Templar Army, using the Gladius Detachment take 6 
Gladiator Tanks?

Yes.  Since the Gladius Detachment does not restrict the Data 
Sheets in the same way the Righteous Crusaders Detachment 
does, you may field 3 of each Data Sheet.

Cult Ambush Models equipped wih One-Shot Weapons
When a model returns to the battlefield does it get any 'one shot' 
weapons equipped back?

Yes. 

Forged in Terror (AURA) Battle Shock Tests
If a unit is below half strength and near a chaos knight, does it 
take one Battle-shock test or two?

The affected Unit will take two.  The first test is resolved then the 
strat can be triggered forcing a second test.

Overwatch Strat
Certain Models allow you to use a strat a second time, even if it's 
already been used that phase.

Can you Overwatch twice against the same unit? No, you cannot Overwatch the same unit.

Infiltrators and Re-Deploy Interaction between these two rules
If an Infiltrate unit is redeployed for some reason, can it still use 
the Infiltrate ability?

No.  Infiltrate states this ability is used during the Deployment 
step.

Eligible to Shoot
A model is Eligible to Shoot unless it Advanced, Fell Back, or is 
Locked in Combat

If a unit already shot its weapon during the shooting step, can it 
still be targeted by any abilities which require it to be Eligible to 
Shoot?

Yes.  Per the rules, as long as the model satisfies the Eligible to 
Shoot requirements, it is Eligible to Shoot, regardless if it shot its 
weapon.

For the Greater Good FTGG, Eligible to Shoot, Shoot Again Interactions Can a Guided unit become an Observer for another unit?
Yes.  If a unit has an ability that allows it to Shoot Again, it must 
be Eligible to Shoot. See Eligible to Shoot ruling above.

Meganobs Mega Armor Keyword
Meganobs are missing the Mega Armor Keyword.  How many 
could fit in a Trukk?

Since they are infantry, 12 can fit in a Trukk.

Runtherd Different Toughness values
Since a Runtheard is required in a Grot Squad, which toughness 
do you use in melee?

Per the Warhammer Commentary, if there 2 different 
toughnesses in a squad, you should use the higher one.  This 
means the grots are T5 in melee.  Note this is ONLY for NON-
LEADER units.  Per the rules, Leader Units joining a unit interact 
differently.

Leviathan Missions Core Rule Book vs. Leviathan - Units from Reserve
When do units have to arrive to the battlefield during games at 
Show Me Showdown?

We are using Leviathan Missions at Show Me Showdown.  Per the 
Leviathan Mission rules, units in reserve must arrive by turn 3 or 
count as destroyed.

Death Korp of Krieg
Front of Data Sheet shows Medi-Pack as a warger as a option, but 
the back does not show the Medi-Pack

Can a Medi-Pack be fielded? What does it replace? Yes.  Use the same the logic for fielding the Vox-Caster.

Death Korp of Krieg Medi-Pack
In a unit of 20 models and 2 medi packs. How many models can 
be returned?

2 d3

Leagues of Votaan Appraising Glare When does this enhancement ability end? At the end of the Command Phase

Ursula Creed Reinforcements Stratagem
Can Ursala Creed use Tactical Genius ability on a unit that was just 
destroyed?

No, she cannot use her ability on a destroyed unit.

Redeploy Timing of Redeployment at start of game
When does the Redeployment portion occur?  There are 
contradictions from various sources.

Redeployment occurs in Step 11: Resolve Pre-Game Abilities, after 
first turn is determined.

Genestealer Cult - Stratagem and Nexos Coordinated Trap and Battlefield Analysis interactions
Would the stratagem cost 0cp since the Nexos unit was one of 
the units selected for the stratagem?

No, because the qualifier is taget ONE unit.

Deadly Demise Necron Menhir
When a Menhir of the Silent King dies does it trigger a Deadly 
Demise roll? Or Does the Deadly Demise roll only occur once the 
Silent King dies?

The Deadly Demise roll only occurs when the Silent King dies.

Damage Reduction and Armor of Contempt Grey Knight Grandmaster - Might of Purity
Does Might of Purity ignore Damage Reduction and Armor of 
Contempt abilities?

Yes, it will get the benefit of ignoring the modifiers.

Imperial Knights Command Points for Imperial Knight Oath When a Knight becomes honored, how many CP do you get? Since this occurs in the command phase, you will receive 3.
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